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It takes a village 
Educating and supporting editors in library publishing programs 
: 2015 Library Publishing Forum, Portland, March 29-30 
Developing a Journal Editor Workshop 
Allegra Swift, Claremont Colleges 
Isaac Gilman, Pacific University 
Motivations 
1.  Quality 
2.  Impact  
3.  Sustainability 
Title slide image: Team, created by Ben Peetermans from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
1a: Stars and seals 
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With apologies to Theodor Geisel, the Sneetches used under fair use ; Speech-Bubble created by James Fenton from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
1b: Under the hood 
Policy, created by OCHA Visual Information Unit; Article, created by Darin S from the Noun Project (CC0) 
2: Impact 
Search-Engine, created by Wilson Joseph; Network, created by Brennan Novak from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
3: Sustainability 
Cycle, created by Nick Remis; Gantt Chart, created by Jeremy Boatman; Transfer, created by Kirill Ulitin from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
CC environment 
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Institution, created by SJ Holstein; Library, created by Chris Thoburn from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
Workshop: Content 
http://libguides.libraries.claremont.edu/CCjournals  
Puzzle, created by dnlhtz from the Noun Project (CC0) 
Workshop: Format 
Lecturer, created by Zbigniew Flakus from the Noun Project (CC0); Discussion, created by Hans Gerhard Meier; Worker, created by Juan Pablo Bravo from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
Editors: Challenges 
•  Varying needs & situations 
•  Diverse skills 
•  Burnout and succession planning 
•  Time 
 
Hurdle, created by Desbenoit from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
Moving forward: Addressing challenges 










Gardener, created by Erin Gillaspy from the Noun Project (CC-BY) 
Additional Resources 




Open Access Journal Quality Guidelines and Indicators (Grand Valley State University) 
http://gvsu.edu/library/sc/open-access-journal-quality-indicators-2.htm  
 












Martin Paul Eve, Starting an Open Access Journal: a step-by-step guide 
https://www.martineve.com/2012/07/10/starting-an-open-access-journal-a-step-by-step-guide-part-1/ 
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